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On Match 30-31, 2000, nine ballistic missiles experts ftrm Germany, Norway, Russia, and the
United States met to discuss the impact of the National Missile Defense programn proposed by the
United States governmnent on the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty, Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
and the relations of the United States with Canada, Russia, China, the European Union and the
world.

The experts examined the option of a multilateral approach to more effective ballistic missile
control, international monitoring, and early warnrng systems.



The meeting was co-hosted by, Steve Lee of the Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy
Development and Ernie Regehr of Project Plouglishares at the University of Waterloo. Franidyn
Griffiths, University of Toronto,and Peter Jones, Privy Couricil Office also participated as
Canadian observers.

The experts were:
- John Steinbruner, Director of International Security Studies at the University ofMabryland,
- Charles Ferguson, Federation of American Scientists,
- Norwegian Jorn Siljeholm at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT),
- George Lewis, Associate Director of the Security Studies Program, MIT
- Briton John Garnett at Defence Studies, King's College, London,
- German Jurgen Scheffran of Darmstadt University,
- Russian Taira Koybaeva at Utah State University,

-Tom Grahamn, Second Chance Foundation, and
-Stephen Young from the Coalition to Reduce Nuclear Dangers.



seriously contribute to new insecurity and resuits in offensive arms developments,
- NMD deployment will do extraordinary, long-term harmn to the international security
environment,
- the United States is moving toward deployment without the benefit of a thorough public debate
and airmng of the issues,
- it is urgent that the voices of the international community be heard on NMD before the US acts.

Canada's role
- Canada could help build the alternative to NMD by putting "flesh on the bones" of a
multilateral effort to control ballistic missiles
- Canada is a key player in the National Missile Defense debate and a significant international
influence with great leadership potential,
- technically or flnancially, Canada's role in a National Missile Defense system would be small,
and even unnecessary
- if Canada endorsed the Arnericans' NMD, the United States would acquire a valuable ally,
timoral legitimacy", and a distinct advantage in obliging support from other NATO member
countries

What's Next?
In October 2000, President Bill Clinton is expected to pronounce on whether to deploy or

conduct more research into the National Missile Defense system. Presently, Clinton lias not taken
a position.

The participants created a list of short-, medium- and long term policy options and goals
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- Establish a Canberra-style commission on "Cooperative Security in Space" and involve Russia
and China.
- Engage scientists and technicians worldwide in a discussion on how to construct and elaborate
a multilateral ballistic missile control regime
- Discuss with China the potential for cooperation on a multilateral measures
- Look for ways for Canada to reassure Russia indirectly in Track Two-style assistance on
unrelated but important issues of Russian concern, such as disease control and circumpolar
affairs
- Encourage the US, EU and other countries to provide reassurance directly and indirectly,
especially addressing Russia's grave economic position
- Encourage the United States to develop an early-warning ballistie missile system based on
ground radar, rather than NMI)
- Engage experts, civil society and officiais in other NATO countries for the purpose of
elaborating, examining, and encouraging informed public discourse on, the full range of relevant
NMD issues, notably:

-missile threat perception and risk analysis,
-the technical challenges intrinsic to, and the true capabilities of, the currently proposed
NMD option,
-armis control imiffications of the NMD ovtion, and

missile and
stand their c



-a missile control regime,
-a multilateral, rules-based system to regulate military activity in space, and
-similar cooperation in monitoring air defence systems;

Medium-Term Options (2000-2003)
- Bring attention to the UN Conimittee on Disarmament in the debate,
- Support the creation of an inter-national, apolitical organization that can discuss the facts of
issue, make reliable risk analysis and tbreat assessments,
- Promote no first-use ballistic missile policies through multilateral organizations such as NATO.
- Recognize regional security problems and the context of countries' insecurities,
- Expand and strengthen the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty,
- Negotiate and clarify multilaterally space regulations and reserve the use of space for
commercial rather than military uses,
- Identify leaders for an organization which can advance ideas, agendas,
- Look for ways to build other tools to reduce the risk of confrontation, confliot and accident
such as de-alerting, reducing research and development, technological exchanges, missile test
bans, international monitoring and surveillance, etc.

The long-terni goals include demilitarization, the elimination of non-civilian ballistic missiles,
and the elimination of nuclear-weapons.

perts acknowledged a genuine, two-fold ballistic missile threat:
ost immediate and certainly most severe tbreat is in the deterioration of Russia's capacity
age its existing strategic forces (declining faith in the capacity of its early warning system
zt attack leads Russia to increase its reliance on a high-alert, rapid response posture, thus



Discussion Quotes
"The U.S. doesn't need Canada. What the United States is really looking for is political support.
They want Canada to help legitimate it and to help seli it to other countries."
- George Lewis, Associate Director, Security Studies Program, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT)

"The Canadian decision is critical to other NATO countries. For now, they are completely
undecided."
- Jurgen Scheffran

"It is bewildering to me that the United States cannot deter North Korea with its entire nuclear
arsenal."
- John Garnett

"The Russians say, 'You pretend this threat is North Korea but we believe it's a threat for us.
They wilI neyer believe it isn't against Russia." - Taira Koybaeva

Report b>' Peter Moore, Canadian Centre for Foreign Policy Development and Ernie
Regehr, Project Ploughshares.



£Appendix I
Towards a multilateral missile early warning and surveillance system (multilateral missile threat
management system)

1. In cooperation with civil society, Canada should arrange for the early convening of au
international panel of experts to begin to map out the operational design of a systema that
could give substance to the US-Russian agreement in principle on joint early wamning, and,
especially, to consider multilateral approaches to missile threat management.

2. Why a multilateral approach to ballistic missile threat management? 2

2.1 John Steinbruner warns that the Russian-American nuclear deterrent system, that stili
operates and that is based primarily on nuclear weapons based on ballistic missiles, is fragile.

"The pre-emptive damage that the United States and NATO are capable of
inflicting on Russian forces virtually precludes the comprehensive forms of
retaliation envisaged by traditional deterrence doctrine and virtually compels
reliance on rapid-reaction practices to assure even the most minimal deterrent
standard."
Thus Russian forces aire maintained on high alert, even though
"Russia cannot maintain its forces on rapid-reaction status without running an
unreasonable risk of triggering an accidentaI, unauthorized or inadvertent
engagement."
Russia's detection system involves a high degree of risk because its "glaring deficiencies"

are in danger of confusing signals and inadvertently triggering a nuclear response to a false



their Moscow summit meeting in September 1998, when they agreed to establish a joint USA-
Russia Missile Early Warning Centre and an international system to provide notification of
intended missile launches.

4. Canada and multilateral missile early warning and surveillance:
4.1 Canada has expressed its support of the principle and its implementation in several ways:

-In its response to the SCFAIT report on nuclear issues, DFAJT reported that "Canadian
officiais have encouraged the USA to share information with Russia and to multilateralise
this initiative;"
-the saine report indicated that NORAD could be one vehicle for such a multilateral
system; 3
-Canada has also proposed that the Geneva-based Conference on Disarnament create a
committee on outer space with a mandate to negotiate a convention fort the non-
weaponization of space.4 Canada has also noted that an international systeni for launch
notification could also be addressed by this conimittee.
Currently these are general ideas which need to be converted into a credible concept and a

multilateral issue.



United States and other like-minded nations" on ballistic missile defence. Lt adds that there will
continue to be "ongoing consultations with the U.S, for the specific purpose of determining what
a future BMD system, might entail."
6.5 Along with ail other states, Canada has an obvious stake in maintaining a strategic
environnient of maximum stability.

7. The next steps:
7.1 The experts wamned that if multilateral missile early warning and surveillance are approached
the wrong way, a failed system, or attempt could further destabilize the international strategic
security environment. An effective systema requires the full sharing of real, complete, reliable,
and identical information in real time.
7.2 The various elements of such a systemi are not yet sufficiently understood to, introduce them
into direct political discussions, but the mobilizing of experts to seriously exploring the basic
components and requiremnents of such a systemn would yield major benefits on two counts:

-the fact of serious exploration of the issue would yield political support for the basic idea
that there are credible ways of addressing the ballistic missile tbreat by means other than
ballistic missile defence; and
-the work of international experts would begin the process of assembling the basic
information and analysis needed to develop a more mature proposal available for political
attention.

7.3 The experts thus encouraged Canada to, work with civil society to, assemble a panel of
experts for the purpose of developing a more mature proposaI:

-the panel should include experts in:
-technology,
-relevant national and international laws, and
-strategic and regional security issues.

7.4 Issues addressed should include the technical, legal, and security elements of:
-ballistic missile warning,
-ballistic missile launch notification,
-surveillance and monitoring of the pre-launch status of ballistic missiles,
-a missile control regime,
-a multilateral, rules-based system to regulate military activity ini space,
and
-similar cooperation in monitoring air defence systems.

7.5 The panel should begin ils work as soon as possible to demonstrate that alternatives 10 NM
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